Which Comes First in a Quit Attempt?
Temporal Relations Between Smoking and Non-Adherence to Nicotine Replacement Therapy
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Adherent nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) use is strongly associated with cessation
success.

•

Despite research devoted to this topic, it remains unclear whether NRT non-adherence
precedes smoking lapses or whether lapses precede NRT non-adherence, or whether both
are the case.

•

This research examined nicotine gum use patterns pre- and post-lapse and explored
whether these patterns were associated with latency to relapse.

METHOD
Participants
Participants were adult smokers attending an outpatient primary care visit who, when
asked, expressed interest in quitting as part of a study conducted at their clinic.
• N = 416; 57.0% female; 85.1% White; 9.9% African American; 3.7% Hispanic; 14.0%
had a college degree; mean age = 46.0 years (SD = 12.8); mean cigarettes per day =
17.8 (SD = 8.1).
• All participants received at least 8 weeks of nicotine patch + nicotine gum.
• To be included in these analyses, participants needed to have quit for at least 1 day in
the first 2 weeks post-target quit day.

Study Procedure
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Primary care patients took part in a factorial experiment evaluating two factors to boost
smoking cessation rates and three factors to boost cessation medication adherence
(Schlam et al., 2016).
All participants carried an electronic medication dispenser that time-stamped each use of
nicotine gum (Figure 1).

Figure 2.

•

261 participants (62.7%) lapsed in the first 6 weeks, a mean of 8 days (SD=9.3) after their
first 24 hours of abstinence.
• 119 (28.6%) relapsed in the first 6 weeks (smoked on the first of 7 consecutive days of
smoking). The first day of the relapse occurred a mean of 5.3 days (SD=9.2) after they
lapsed.
• In matched samples analyses, we compared dynamic profiles of gum use pre- and post-lapse
in “lapsers” with the gum use profiles of temporally matched controls who did not lapse.
• 146 lapsers were matched with 146 non-lapsers on treatment assignment, gender, age, and
tobacco dependence.
• In gum use analyses, time for each pair was anchored around the lapser’s lapse date
(Figure 2). So, for example, if a lapser lapsed 8 days after establishing abstinence, we
assigned their matched non-lapser a “lapse” day of 8 days after establishing abstinence.
• Compared to the non-lapsers, lapsers:
• Used similar amounts of gum 4 and 5 days prior to the “lapse” day
• Used fewer pieces of gum 1 and 2 days before the “lapse” day
• Used fewer pieces of gum on the “lapse” day and on each of the four following
days.
• Lapsers’ and non-lapsers’ gum use slopes differed from each other significantly both prelapse and post-lapse.
• Lapsers’ pre-lapse gum use showed a decreasing trajectory (slope = -.15) from day
-5 to day -1 prior to the lapse day, while the non-lapsers’ pre-lapse gum use showed
a variable but non-decreasing trajectory (slope = .00).
• Lapsers’ post-lapse gum use slope was mostly flat but a small uptick in mean gum
use on day 5 post-lapse resulted in a positive slope of .08. Non-lapsers’ post-lapse
slope was similar to their pre-lapse slope (slope = -.05), although the post-lapse
slope showed a slight decreasing trajectory from days 3 to 5 post-lapse.
•

•
•

In a separate set of analyses using the full sample (N = 416), a dynamic structural equation
model (SEM) allowed us to consider individual differences in the cross-lagged effects (for
consecutive days across the first 6 weeks) of both prior smoking on subsequent gum use and
of prior gum use on subsequent smoking. We found that, on average across smokers, gum
use decreased the day after smoking.
On average, while gum use gradually decreased prior to lapsing, there was a modest increase
1 day before the first lapse day.
Survival analyses showed that the greater this increase in gum use, the faster the transition to
relapse (p < .05).
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Figure 1. The electronic medication dispenser.
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• The data suggest that overall nicotine gum use is highly associated with
smoking cessation outcomes because those who lapse both decrease their
gum use prior to lapsing and further decrease their gum use after lapsing.
• These data suggest that declines in gum use may signal heightened lapse
risk that is manifest in 1-3 days and underscore the importance of adherent
medication use.
• Smokers tended to increase gum use modestly the day before a lapse and
then decrease gum use following a lapse. Steeper acceleration in use on
the day before a lapse was associated with a more rapid progression to
relapse.
• Smokers may increase their gum use in response to sensing their
heightened lapse risk; the greater their compensatory self-dosing, the
faster they relapse.
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